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Along with the strategic status of human resource competition formed in the 
enterprises competition, to attract, keep and stimulate the talents has become the basic 
goal of the compensation system design. 
The Xiamen HE Company is a traditional state-owned enterprise. Because of the 
influence of the old system, the present compensation system takes the position skill 
compensation system as a starting point, but lacks the reasonable appraisal and 
discrimination to the position value. The compensation system is more according to 
the administrative rank and the longevity, but manifests the insufficiency to the 
importance of the different duty value. For being insufficient of fairness and 
competitiveness, in such compensation system the key members with strong ability 
but low school record will feel extremely unfair, for being difficult to obtain the 
opportunity of increasing the wage. In addition the income disparity is not big, the 
relation between wage and the post contribution and the staff ability is little. When 
exterior salary level changes, the salary system will cause the crucial talented person's 
leaving, has seriously restricted the company's development. 
This article first analyses the present situations of the Xiamen HE Company 
compensation system to find out its main problems. Then according to the company’s 
actual need and to perfect the foundation of the enterprise basic compensation system, 
the writer reestablish the position wage system by carrying on the appraisal to the 
company post and the post value, for manifesting the internal fairness.  At the same 
time, the writer uses the salary investigation method to find out the competitive 
similar enterprises’ post salary in HR market, determine the compensation level, to 
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compensation design theory and redesigning the Xiamen HE Company compensation 
system, the writer will try hard to establish the fair, competitive salary system, and 
realize the maximization of salary efficiency. 
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